PR ES S R E L E A S E

WebID opens two offices in the USA
US regulatory authority grants important patent
Berlin, 5th July 2018

WebID, market leader in video identification of individuals and QES online signatures
has recently been granted the significant US patent for its digital verification processes.
WebID´s intended expansion into the US can now be realized so that the successful WebID
service offer will soon be available in the US as well. This gives the 2.0-growth phase of the
500-people-strong FinTech - whose key pillar is the development of new markets - another
boost.

WebID rejoices about this milestone achievement: The United States Patent and Trademark
Office recently granted the US patent to the high-tech service provider - an important
prerequisite for going overseas. „We have already started with the implementation of our
expansion. Now we can steam ahead‘, says Frank Stefan Jorga, founder and Co-CEO of
WebID Solutions GmbH.
Frank Stefan Jorga continues: „The patent was recently granted, and it was the prerequisite
for enabling us to offer our services fully compliant also in the USA. Customers and
partners expect no less. Now we can open our first two offices in the USA, one at the
West Coast in Silicon Valley and one at the East Coast. We will swiftly appoint managing
directors for these offices. This step is a milestone for us and will trigger another growth
spurt, especially as we have already set the patent process in motion in other the markets
that we are looking to expand into. „
So far, the company has focused largely on the German-speaking countries, the so-called
DACH region. With an accelerated expansion strategy, other continents are now being
developed, alongside the USA, above all Asia with India, China, including Hong Kong.
WebID pursues two goals with its concept: to go where the regular customers are and to
acquire new partners. Franz Thomas Fürst, also founder and Co-CEO of WebID Solutions
GmbH explains: „We want to be present where the music plays and in the high-tech
industry that means California / Silicon Valley joining Google, Tesla, Apple and many other
pioneers. We have adapted our WebID products for the US market. Above all, WebID 2.0
and WebID eCheck being fully automatic identification systems will experience extended
ranges of application here.
Franz Thomas Fürst adds: „Every day we can already verify more than 10,000 persons 24/7,
365 days a year. In total, there are now well above three million users. We have invented
and refined the sophisticated processes of personal verification ourselves. In doing so, we
have developed solutions that enable our employees to identify fraud attempts and expose
forgeries of identification documents. This is the core of our service offer and the result of
several years of research and development work.
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Our customers trust in the reliability of our personal identification processes. We also offer
this technology ‚made in Germany‘ coupled with the famous German data protection, EU
GDPR and the highest security standards in other worldwide markets.“
Frank Stefan Jorga concludes: „Many German industries go abroad or are already
represented there, including many of our customers. The milestone USA patent will lead
to the fact that WebID´s international reference customers such as Deutsche-BankGroup, Barclaycard, Allianz, Daimler and other companies will successively work together
with WebID also in the US market. If you want to make online transactions safer and
faster, we are already ready and prepared for action. Our core products around personal
identification and QES online signatures are immediately applicable internationally. We
are constantly improving our technologies and thereby ensure that we can always provide
our existing customers and new customers worldwide with the latest, most up-to-date
and, above all, safest solutions.“

Background information on WebID Solutions GmbH
As head of the WebID Solutions Group, WebID Solutions GmbH is Europe‘s leading
provider of legally compliant online contract conclusion and identification products and
a global pioneer in the segment of GwG-compliant video identification. Since 2012,
solutions developed specifically for eCommerce-oriented industries have been offered,
from the age check to the online contract.
WebID Solutions GmbH is the inventor of video identification (basis of BaFin Circular
1/2014 (GW) III. And 3/2017 (GW)) and holder of the legally granted patent (No. 10 2013
108 713.2) and the United States Patent (No. 9,911,035 B2) for legally compliant online
Identification products incorporating a video call.
At the beginning of 2014, the AMLA conformity was confirmed in writing by the
responsible supervisory authorities. The product lines can be used worldwide. Important
core features are highly secure and easily integrable interfaces, high security standards
and compliance with legal requirements.
In addition to leading banks, credit card companies, insurance companies and online
shops, companies from many other industry sectors are benefitting from WebID’s
products. Applications range from secure and compliant identification of natural persons
and companies as well as online contract signature to sophisticated products such as
online loans and applications increasing the overall safety and security of any online
transactions.
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WebID Solutions GmbH has a large portfolio of international customers, including:
Barclaycard, Check24, DKB, Santander, TARGOBANK, Vodafone, Allianz, AMAG, BNP
Paribas, Daimler, ING-DiBa, Deutsche-Bank-Group, MMOGA, moneyou, Sparda Bank,
Swisscom, Ubeeqo and many others.
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